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1 kcturel Nanyang Technological University, Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 2263
2 Professor, Karadeniz Technical University, Trabzon, Turkey,
3 Reader, University of Bristol, Bristol BS8 1TR, UK

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the analytical and experimental investigation of a 50m span
pedestrian suspension footbridge in Cenlral Wales, UK. In the analyrical study
modelling of the three dimensional slructure determined vibration modes involving
deck, towers and cables. The prorotype resting €mployed hammer (impact) testing
and excitation by pedest.ians to determine the corresponding measured modes. The
testing showed that adequate descriptions of vibration chamcteristic of flexible
structures can be obtained without artif icial forcing but that appropriate
instrumentation should be used. The validated analysis showed that the concrete
panelling in the bridge and other structural details have a significant effect on stiffness
and the testing demonstrated the susceptibility of this lighdy damped structure to
pedestrian induced vibmtion.
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INTRODUCTION

The Dolev ('w'pronounced as'ue') suspension footbridge in Central Wales was
tested and analysed in 1985 by a team from the University of Bristol, UK as part ofa
program of research in integrity monitoring ofstructures in the UK. The investigation
was also intended to obtain specific information lor this gpe of structure as a
pre-amble to a research studies on the dynamic behaviour of European long span
bridgesl-3, primarily aimed ar predicting their response to earthquakes.

For rigid structures such as buildings, dams and short span b.idges forced vibration
testing (FVT)a{ techniques have been an effective tool for monitoring their rnregrrry.
Long span suspension bridges are relatively flexible and FVR are not usually effective
due to the diff iculty olproviding adequate dynamic forces at the very low fundamental
frequencies (< lHz) of these structures. Other sources of excitation, including
transient and ambient loads then have to be considered as alternatives.

Because of its flexibility and small size Dolerw bridge was found to be easily excited
by hammer impact. In hammer or impact testing/ the force input €an be measured
and a transfer function with phase information can be established which ls more
desirable for modal analysis than the response power spectra available from ambient
vibration surveys (AVSs)8, which provide only amplitude information. Hammer
testing, with backup AVS was chosen for this bridge.

To calibrate the suspension bridge modelling rechniques beingdevelop€d, the first30
theoretical modes ofvibration ofthe bridge were calculat€d using a three dimensional
analysis. This analysis gave modes of vibration involving translation and rotation in
vertical, lateral and longitudinal ares. The prototype tesling aimed to check the
predicted frequencies and mode shapes.

The work on this bridge is relevant today because ofthe fashion for using short span
cable-stayed and suspension bridges for pedestrian access when aesthetics rank in
importance together with economics. Such bridges are often 'lively'; Dolerw bridge
in particular was known to be susceptible to excitation by pedestrians, to the extent
that a hanger connection had to be replaced on one occasion as a result of large
amplitude oscillations, p.obably due to vandalism.

BRIDGE STRUCTURAL DETAILS

The Dolerw bridgeg, Fig. l, provides access to Dolerw Park in Newtown, Mid Wales,
across the upper reaches of the River Severn.

The suspended deck is 50m long (Fig.2). There are no side spans and the unequal
cable back stays are straight with anchorages 16.5m from the east to\*Er and 1g.5m
from the w€st tower.
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The deck provides a footway 1.85m wide. Longitudinal bending strength is provided
by two 854360 grade 50C rolled steel hollow section box chords 200mm x 300mm
(height), 12.5rnm thickness (other steel sections are 10mm thick). The floor of the
bridge consists of prestressed precast concrete panels 1.85m long, 400mm wide and
5Omm deep supported on longitudinal L section beams welded to the longitudinal
chords (Fig. 1a). This is topped with a 30mm layer of reinforced concrete, a
waterproofing membrane and hand laid mastic asphalt surfacing 20mrn thick.
Longitudinal chords are connected by a plan bracing system of 80mm x 80mm steel
angles to provide lateral srability. At every 5m there are also 'l00mm 

x l00mm
crossbeams forming rigid connections between the longitudinal beams (iust visible
with the plan bracing under the deck in Fig. 1).

' l 'he 
deck is f ixed in position at the east end and is free to move under expansion and

live loading at the other. Fixed end bearings are of pin-type, while free end bearings
comprise pinned steel swing links.

The towers comprise twinwelded boxes,8.75m high and 300mm by 300m section, with
a single transverse bracing box member 2.5m from the top and knuckle bearings ar
the base 1o allow free rotation about the upstream/downstream direction axis. At the
tower top curved machined blocks form the saddles where friction forces are sufficient
to prevent cable slippage,

The deck is connected to the cables by hangers at 5m intervals where crossbeams are
also located. Hargers are 27mm diameter steel rod, screwed at each end and pinned
and clamped to the cable using high strength friction grip botts. Each main cable
consists ofa 35mm diameter galvanised locked coil wire rope with a sag of 6.25m.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

In the finite element modelling, the complete bridge is considered in terms of a
number ofdiscrete elements represented by appropriate stiffness and mass marrices.

Deck longitudinal chords and crossbeams, tower pylons and crossbeams, cables and
hangers are all represented by beam elements with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). Of
these elements deck chords and crossbeams and tower crossbeams have only linear
elastic stiffness properties, others also include geometric stiffness properties due to
axial loads. Fig.3 shows the finite element mesh (and measurement points for the
experimental study).

The H form of the tower is represented by five beam elements. There is no
longitudinal cantilever action in the towers since the legs are hinged at the base; the
frame resists torsion and lateral sway.
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Each segment of cable between hangers, and each hanger itself is represented by a
single beam element.

The joints between the L section diagonal bracings and the longitudinal deck beams
are or y welded on half of the L section, creating some uncertainty ior the fixity. In
the model the bracing was represented by 3 DOF space truss elements with hinges
rather than rigid joints.

To model the combined effect of rhe concrere deck panels together with their
continuous topping and asphalt asphalt surface is not straightforward, and the
protot)?e test subsequently established that there is significant composite action
between the slabs and beams. The panels as such contribute to the overall mass
(approximately 3tl6lc of deck mass) but nor 1(} rhe stiffness of the deck. However, by
casting a uniform and continuous coating of concrele on these panels an 80mm deep
concrete panel is created. The concrete may have different stiffness properties along
the bridge span and transverse to it, and may be nonJinear because while the topping
is continuous, gaps exist between the panels themselves. To eliminate some
uncertainties a parametric study was done considering the concrete panels and
concrete top as contributing varying mass and stiffness to the structure. Analyses with
no stiffness contribution from th€ concrete panels produced frequencies of lateral
modes ofvibration very much smaller than the experimental results, clearly showing
that the need to incorporate fully the stiffness contribution of the panels. For the
analysis described here the panelswere modelled as plate elements 80mm deep,2.5m
wide and 2.1m long with 6 DOF a1 each nodal point, sharing nodal points with (and
hence coplanar with) the longitudinal chords.

The railings, bolted to the chords, are continuous along the deck and past the tower
and would be expected to provide additional stiffness. Their contribution to mass rs
included but without modelling at a level ofdetail inappropriate to this study the exact
contribution to stiffness is uncertain.

FRI,E !TBRATION ANALYSIS

For geometrically non-linear structures such as suspension bridges the equations of
equilibrium are formulated fo. the deformed configuration of the structure. Ii the
deflections over the given load range are small the only effect to be considered will
be the change in the stiffness due to initial (dead load) forces in the structure and a
linear analysis around this state gives acceptable accurag/.

The dead load horizontal cable tension T is estimated by assuming the bridge to be a
pair ofcatenaries each with load p per unit horizontat length (x), for which the profile
(y) of the (stretched) cable is givg|l by
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The solution of Eq. 1 is a parabola (origin x,y = 0 at midspan):

t = p^zlzl.
For a cable with sag s and span fu, the horizontal component of axial tension, To. is:
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The loadp is determined from the total deck and cable mass shared by the two cables
and the deck is assumed to be simply and uniformly supported, even in its slightly
cambered configurll ion. The tower loads follow from the geometry, and the deck
weight is shared among the hangers. The dead load forces in these components and
towers are accounted for using a geometric stiffness matrixl0which is associated with
the conventional stilfness matrix. For a 3 DOF/node beam element length Ir area A
modulus E,axial tensionTand flexural inertia I rhe total stiflness matrix used to relate
nodal loads lto qodal displacements u in local coordinates is
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If the axial force is compressive T will be replaced by ({). Eq. 4 may be written as

f= {ke + kg}u

where ka is the conventional elemental stiffness matrix and lq is the elemental
geometric stiffness matrix. Eq. 4 can be expanded to include 6 DOF/node beam
elements by assuming that bending in orthogonal planes are independent. The global
stiffness matrices Kc and Kg are assembled from the elemental k and kstransformed
to global coordinates.

Having defined the elastic and geometric stiffness matrices the equation of free
vibration of a suspension bridge structure, considered as a multi-degree of freedom
system, can be formulated as

M i i + K u = 0
wbere M is the lumped mass matrix, u is the nodal displacementsvector (now in globf
coordinates). K is $e total stifftiess matrix K = Ke + Ks.
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For free vibration at a fixed frequency tr rads/second, the oscillations are a harmoruc
function of time (t) and the deflection vector u(t) can be written as

u(1) = xe'ot

in which x is the time invariant vector of nodal amplitudes and i = f--I. From eqs. 6
and 7 a generalised eigenvalue protrlern is obtained as

l G =  l M x  . . . . . . . . 8 )

in which I = - 2. If the system has n degrees of freedom the solurion of Eq.8 will yietd
n eigenvalues,l i; i= 1- n that represent the squares of the natural frequencies - i2, and
n eigenvectors xi which are the corresponding modes ofvibration.

The SAPIV tlnite elemenr codell was adapred ro include rhe geomerric stiffness. To
represent the bridge 103 beam €lements,20 thin plate elements and 20 truss elements
were employed givinga total of406DOnThe analysiswas run forthe lowest30 modes
using the determinanl search method.

THEORETICAL MODES OF VIBMTION

The first 30 modes ofvibration are summarised in Table I and representative modes
ar€ plotted in Fig. 4 which show plan, sheared elevation or both.

In the elevations solid lines indicate the mode shapes, and broken lines in the
elevations the original undeformed shapeolthe bridge.lnthe planyiews chaindotted
lines show cable deformations. The lateral displacements are scaled 10 zero in the
elevation views to avoid confusion, and hangers are no1 shown.

It is usual to identify sequences in the mode shapes, e.g. in the symmetry and number
ofnodal points, for example there is usually a sequence oltorsional modes where the
deck rotates about a spanwise axis. The lowest ofthese (designated Tl) is symmetric
about the deck midpoint and has 0 (stationary) nodal points, the next highest (T2) is
anti-symmetric about the deck midpoint, with 1 nodal point, then T3 is symmetricwith
2 nodes etc.. The modes are classified according to the strongest component oi the
motion, e.g. V is a mode in which deck and cable move in (mainly) the vertical plane,
Lis(mainly) lateral,CLis (mainly) lateralmotion oflhe cables and To is lareral motion
ofthe towers, with participation ofthe cables. The distinction between types ofmode
is not always clear, e.g. between CL and To modes,

Vibrations in modes 1-3 are all in the vertical plane with negligible lateral
displacement components, so these are modes V1-V3, For suspension trridges the
symmetry of the fundamental mode (0-node symmetric vs. l-node anti-symmeurc.,
depends on several factors of the deck fixity, hanger and cable corfiguration. Here
the first anti-symmetric mode is out of sequence, appearing as the fundamental
venical mode V1, at 0.885H2.
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Mode 4 is an unusual coupled (pendutar) mode between (predominant) lateral and
vertical motion. This is taken as the fundamental lateral mode Ll, although there is
an element of torsion. Note that the motions of the deck and both cables are all in
phase.

Modes 5-7 and 9 are symmetric and anti-symmetric cable modes (CL). There rs a
sequence of pairs of cable modes with the 0-l-2-3 etc. node scquence of alternating
symmetry. The lower frequenqr mode of each power has vibration of the cables in
phase with each other, with some lateral deflection ofthe towers, the higher (stiffer)
mode is antiphase with minimal tower deflection.

Like mode 3, mode l0 is again a coupled mode between vertical and lateral nt()l ion.
but because the motions of the deck and cables are in antiphase in the horizonlal plane
this induces torsional vibration of the deck. This mode is described as the lowesr
torsional mode (Tl) but could be interpreted as the second lateral mode (L2).

Modes 'l I and 12, are tower modes To1 and To2 that do not fit into the above cable
mode sequence and involve significant tower vibrations, coupled by the cables.

Mode 13 is also a coupled mode with vertical and lateral motions. The mode shape is
similar to a classical first antisymmetric torsional beam mode, but there is still a
considerable amount oflateral motion ofthe deck beams. Higher order modes of this

We (17,23,28) extend the transition from predominantly lateral ro predominandy
torsional vibration.
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Table I Theoretical Vibration Modes and Natural Flequercies of ahe Bridge

Mode identifier fih/Hz nodes typ€/sFmerry
M 0J85 r V-A
2 V2 r.226 0 V-s
3 V3 Ln4 2 V-S
4 L1 2.nn 0 L,s
5 CLI 2.4n o cl--s
6 Ct2 2529 0 CLS*
7 CI3 2.963 | CLA
8 V4 3.84 3 V-A
9 c�IA 3.192 1. CL-A"
r0 T1 3.A9 0 T-S
11 To1 3.3'15 0 To-S
P TA 3.593 0 To-A
13 T2 3.856 r T-A
14 CLs 4.1A 2 CL,S"
15 Ct6 4.5rO 2 CL,,)
t6 v5 4.'�t9 4 V-S
r7 T3 5.ffi 2 T-S
18 cL1 5533 3 CL-A.
19 CL8 5.586 3 CLA.
m cLg 6.629 4 CL-S*
21 CL10 6.6fi 4 CL-S*
22 V6 6.7m 5 V-A
2i T4 7.N 3 T-A
a cLtr ?598 5 CL-A.
?5 CL12 ?.616 5 CLA*
26 CL13 8.445 6 CLS.
n cL14 8.453 6 CL-S
8 T5 9.144 4 T-S
2 9 W 9 . 1 7 2 6 V - S
30 cL15 9& 7 CL-A.

V=verrical;L= lateral; T= torsio4 CL = cable, lateral; To = tower
S = srmmetric, A = antisFmetdc; * = cable motions in aotiphase

PROTOTYPE TESTING

Test procedure

The intention was to check the theoretical modes by measuring frequencies, damping
values and mod€ shapes for at least 2 vertical, 2 lateral, I torsional and 1 cable modes.

The end points ofthe deck cross beams, corresponding to nodalpoints in the analytical
model, were chosen as locations (stations) for measurement, as shown in Fig.3.

Equipmena

A single servo-accelerometer (type: Schaevitz I-SOC) with an operating range of
!0.259 referred to as ACA and three piezoelectric accelerometers (type: lx Endevco
7151,,2x8nderco224c) referred to as ACB, ACC and ACD respectively were used.
AC.A and ACB were high resolution accelerometers capable of measuring do[,n to
less than 0.00019 and 0.1H2.
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The primary means offorcing vibration of the bridge was a l3 pound sledgehammer
instrumented with a force crystal. As a secondary means of excitation ambient
excitation from pedestrians was to be used.

Signals were recorded on a four channel FM tape recorder (q?e: Racal Store-4DS)
and converted to the frequency domain by a two channel signal processor (4pe:
Solartron 1200). As small a frequency step as possible is desirable for more accurate
definition ofthe resonances which appear as peaks in the frequency spectrum, so the
range 0.2H2-70.2H2 was used, giving 0.02H2 resolution.

Ambient excitation

This objective of the first pan of rhc lesring was ro provide inirial esrimates of the
likely natural frequencies of the bridgc in vertical, torsional and lateral vibration. To
do this the signals from a pair of accelerometers were recorded for 30 minutes during
which time the bridge was open to pedestrians (providing most of the force input).

With ACA and ACB placed on opposite sides of the deck, slightly offset from the
midspan position ( lg and 29) the signals were analysed by the Solartron for30 minutes,
to average out noise over 36 records. Fig. 5 shows the frequen€y spectrum from ACA
and the phase angle between ACA and ACB. The linearly decreasing phase shift
(21"/Hz) is due to a high order low pass filter in ACA which delays the signal by 58ms,
while ACB has no significant delay. Torsional modeswith the accelerometer positions
moving in antiphase show up where the phase is offset 18f lrom the filtering slope.
Fig.5 suggests a set of possible vertical modes at approximately 1.2H2,2.0H2,3-3Hz
4.9H2 and, 6.8H2 (0" offset) and a set of possible torsional modes at l.lHz,3.5Hz,
4.8H2 and 7.4H2 ( 180" offset).

One 30 minute ambient recordingwas made with ACA and ACB aligned horizontally
at 2f al],d 2d respectively to identifo lateral modes. Fig. 6 shows auto power spectm
from ACA (midspan), with a dominant peak at about l.7Hz.

Hammer testirg

Whereas the ambient testing was used to obtain some information about the l ikely
frequencies ofinterest andsome discrimination between vertical and torsionar mooes.
the full modal survey relied on measurements of the transient response.

The hammer testing was conducted as follows. The two s€nsitive accelerometers
(ACA and ACB) were located at two ofthe positions indicated in Fig.3. p€destrians

were prevented from using the bridge while three successive hammer blows were
applied to the deck at one minute intervals. The intervals were used to allow a record
length of at least the T:50 seconds required to give the 0.02H2 ( = 1/T) frequenq
spacing. Analysis of a single transient in a pair of input and response signals can
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produce a clear transfer function while'double hits'destroy the clarity ofthe analysis
and should be avoided.

The vertical modes of the bridge were obtained by placing ACA at position lg and
ACB at each of the remaining 8 positions on side 1 and were excited by hitting the
deck (asphalt surface) in the middle ofthe path.Torsional modeswere measured with
the same accelerometer posirions but excited by hitting along the deck vertically on
the opposite side to the accelerometers. Lateral modeswere measured by turning the
accelerometers on theirsides to measure horizontally and excited by leaning over the
railing and hitting the longirudinal chord horizontally.
'Ib excite symmetric modes onlylthe deck was hit at midspan (0 and to e)icire
antisymmetric modes more slrongly the deck was hit at the one-third position (h).

The above procedure allowed the ratio of modal amplitudes (mode shapes) for each
mode to be determined either by comparing ratios of response of ACA and ACB or
be comparing ratios of response of ACB and the hammer signal.

Fig.7 shows the amplitude of the transfer function measured between vertical
acceleration response at 2b and hammer force signal (at 2l), showing resonant peaks.
The strong peak excited at approximately lHz coresponds to the lowest vertical mode
which has weak ambient response (Fig. 5) and this shows one advantage of using
artificial excitation.

Due to instrumentation problems, limited data was obtained for the main cable
vibration, indicating modes ar 6.16H2,6-24H2,6.44H2,8.4}{2 and 9.94H2 in addirion
to 1ln 1T 2T and 3T (but not 2L).

Data analysis

The transfer function is normally defined as the (complex) ratio of system output to
system input. In the case ofthe hammer testing input is force, the system is the bridge,
and output is acceleration. This type oftransfer function can be analysed by standard
modal analysis proceduresr2 to provide a set of natural frequencies, damping rarios
and mode shapes. Some good quality transferfunction data was analysed to determine
frequencies and damping ratios.

As a ch€ck on these values, approximate values offrequency and damping ratio were
obtained using half-power bandwidths (HPB) of ambient excitation response,
although such data are known to less reliable, particularly for damping ratios which
can be overestimated significantly.

To determine mode shapes required good quality acceleratiory'force data for each
position and for a number of reasens+his was not elweys available. The nrode shapes
were therefore obtained by using the fansfer function computation in the Solanron
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recordings, with the phase close to 0'or 180". Satisfactory mode shapes were obtained
in this way for most of the modes.

COMPARISON OF MODAL DATA WITH THEORETICAL VALUES

Thble 2 summarises experimental and theoretical frequencies (f€xp and ftt) for modes
detected. Except where indicated' the data were obtained by the curve fitting
technique.

Table 2 Comparison of measured and theorel ical modes

mode idenlilier nodcs lypc/symmctry trh/Hz
vr r v-A 0.{185
v2 0 v-s 1.226
v3 2 V-S r.8t4
v4 3 V-A 3.84
v5 4 V-S 4.759
v6 5 V-A 8.780

'indicates 
data obtained from aulo power HPB

The measured mode shapes for the above modes are plotted in Fig. fl. The circles
represent measured data points, the solid lines represent the appropriate theoretical
modes and the broken lines the configuration of the undeformed deck.

The first six vertical modes were easily established from the measurements but
identification oftorsional and lateral modes was harder because significant response
was obtained in both vertical and horizontal directions for modes at 1.69H2,3.56H2,
4.'78H2,6.9tlHzand,'1.34H2, consistent with the observations on the analytical modes
lateral and torsional modes (Table 1).

The mode shapes for T2 and T3 are not clear, in particular T2 is confused with V5
which occurs at a close irequency. To determine these mode shapes accurately would
require a total of four accelerometers, using the difference of signals obtained from
the same spanwise position at opposite sides ofthe footway,

From the strength ofthe peak in Fig.6, 1.66H2 is ajudged to be lateral, and from the
mode shapes, 1.66H2 and 3.56H2 must be the first (symmetric) lateral and torsional
modes Ll and T1 respectively, and modes at4.78Hz and j.34Hz the second and third
torsional (2I 3T).

to compute the complex ratios between the signals of the two accelerometers
measuring the response to the harnme., The moduli of thesc ratio gave the modal
amplitudes relative to the accelerometer chosen as th€ reference in each of the

f""r'lH,
1.053
t.2z'7
2.12'�1
3.330
4.9r0
6.850

dainping (%)
2.6
0.50
0.84
0.2'7
0.24
0.29

Ll 0 L-S
L2 I L-A

T2

2.2m L6m
- 6.980

0 T-s 3.239 3.560
1 T-A 3.865 4.780
2 T-S '8) 7 .310'

1.m
0.70

0.84'
0.50
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The mode at 6.98H2 is clear and strong in Fig. 6 and from Fig. 5 it has no torsion. The
acceleration at this frequency vanishes at midspan so it is antisymmetric and was
judged to be the second lateral mode (12) alrhough no corresponding second lateral
mode was predicted by the modelling.

While the mode shapes are as expected, the agreement between measured and
predicted natural frequencies could be better, the model underestimating the
measured values, usually by less than l0olo. Clearly the modelling is not sufficiently
detailed and some possible sources of error are suggested.

a/ The longitudinal chords are restrained by a hinge at one end and a sliding bearing
at the other, but in practice the bearings mav be partially seized increasing the
stiffness. Likewise in the hangers the idealized hinges ar each end wil l not be realised
in practice.

D) The axes of the various elements have been idealised for simplicity. For example

the hangers connections are oflset from the longitudinal chord a(es and the concrete
panels span between the chords not between the chord o(es. Also the various beams

and panels of the deck have neutral axes lying in different horizontal planes.

c) The contribulion of th€ asphalt surfacing is taken as mass only, whereas it will
contribute (slightly) to the stiffness. The value and distribution of the concrete mass
is not certain.

d) The Value of Young's modulus for the concrete is uncertain.

e) The stiffening effect of the railings has not been included.

Adjusting the mass density of the concrete in the model is simple, and is the most

significant of the above factors for vertical modes. By using slightly lower values,

agreement of predicted and measured frequencies was obtained for all but V1.

The low theoretical values for torsional modes are probably due in the main to the
taking the concrete panel width as 2.lm and using a lumped mass matrix which
concentrates concrete mass either side of the path, both factors increasing the polar
moment of inenia.

Probably the high estimate of mode L1 frequency is due to the extra stiffness of
panellirg 2.1m wide instead of 1.85m.

For relatively small bridges these details assume much more importance than th€y do
in the modelling of much larger suspension bridges where the principal functions of
the deck in the v€rtical plane are to contribute mass and to distdbute traffic loads to
the hangers, offering little vertical stiffness. In addition the deck has to be torsionally
stiff(due to aeroeiaitic considerationsB) and needs to be sufficiently stifflaterally to
resist static wind loads.
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DISCUSSION

The results from the testing are adequate to characterise the bridge despite the
occasional poor data quality, due to problems with instrumentation. in particular the
amplifiers and cabling used with piezoelecric accelerometers were subject to signal
overload and drift. In subsequent tests servo type accelerometers and specially
designed amplifiers based on the unit used with ACA have been used successfully.

Hammer testing, which is capable of providing, via the transfer function modulus,
information about the participatingdynamic mass and stiffness ofa structure, is clearly
applicable to a structure such as the Dolerw bridge, providcd that a sufficiently
powerful transient can be applied. Other potenriallv viable techniques which work
best for some vertical modes include that used by Selbergl{ who ' let some young men
jump with the same frequencJ as the narural frequency for the type ofoscillationunder
investigation' and 'step relaxationl5' where a static load is applied and the structure
released from the deformed state. In both cases free decay oscillations are measured,
from which damping can b-e determined accurately. The values of damping obtained
for Dolerw are in line with values obtained from conventional steel and composite
bridges of similar span16, although due to its flexibility the natural frequencres are
lower.

As the ambient response measurements showed, forces due towalking or running can

be significant. The force time history for afootfallload is approximately periodicwith

a period between 0.33 and 0.66 seconds but the waveform is not sinusoidal and there

are strong harmonics of the fundamental, so that even structures with natural
frequencies above 5Hz can be strongly excited by walking or running. WyattlT has

shown that a dynamic force of over l.3kN at 2Hz can be induced by a 75kg jumper.

Using the measured damping values and the validated model in a forced response
analysis, a 1.3kN amplitude harmonic force at midspan would excite mode 3V to an
amplitude of approximalely 1.65cm at midspan, equivalent to 0.239. With very low
structural damping in light long span flexible structures such as Dolerw (and more
usually now floor beams,) sigoificant accelerations can be generated. Even though
such levels of vibration are unlikely to be damaging to the structure they can cause
concern to other userslE, whose levels oftolerance are one or two orders ofmasnitude
less than the structure's.
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CONCLUSIONS

Three principal conclusions from the work are:

1.) For accurate modelling of relatively small suspension bridges such as this
considerable structural detail may need to be included.

2) This is a good example ofa light, long span structure which is flexible and has low
damping. This, together with the coincidence of the structures main natural
frequencies and the range of frequencies for maximum load from footfalls, makes it
susceptible to vibrations induced by pedestrians. This is good for testing but
undesirable for other users (and in extreme cases structural integrity).

-1.) Appropriate instrumentation must be used for testing this tlpe of structure or the
quality of data will be compromised.
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1) langitudinal chord
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7) Reiiforced concrerc t;ppios
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8) Mastic asphalt surfacing on waterprof mcmbrane

b) Cross sections9 A) at mid span B) ar rower

Fig. 2 Dolerw Bridge srructural detaiis
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Precnst prestr€ssed concrete pan€ls
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Fig. 3 Finite element mesh for mathematical modelling showing measurement
Dositions
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Mode 1 (t node V-As],rn) :

Mod€ 2 (0 nodc V-Sym):

Mode 3 (2 nodc V-SF):

Mode 4 (0 node L-Sym):

Frequency 0.885H2 identi6er: VI

Frcqrency 1.2:25Hz identifier:

Frequencyl.814Hz identifier:

Freqnencyz.zmHz idenrifier: L1

- . - r : : l - _ - - : - - ' - '

- ' -  -  -  _ _ _ : : _ _  _  - '  _ . _  _ : . - . . - -

Mode 5 (0 rod€ CL-Sylr, ir phas€): F.eqtrercy 2.4TIHZ ide ifier: cLr

Fig. 4 (page 1of2) Theorerical modes
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Mode 6 (0 nod€ CLSym, our ofphase): Frequ€ncy 2.529H2 id€nlifier:

. \ .

Mode 10 (0 node T sym):

Mode ll (0node To):

Frequ€ncy 3.239H2 identifier:

F.equ€ocy 3.375H2 idenriEer: Tol

Mode 13 (r lode T asFr): T2
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Frequency 3.856H2

v1.0 utggt

Fig- 4 Gtage2 of2) Theoretical modes
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Fig.5 Spectral analysis ofvenical ambient response:
a) Acceleration auto power spectrum for ACB (at 19)
b) Phase angle berween acceleronptecACA (at 29) and ACB (at lg)
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Fig. 6 Spectral analysis of lateral ambienl response
Acceleration auto power spectrum for ACB (at 2d)
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Fig.7 Spectral analysis ofvertical transient response:
Transfer function (ratio) between acceleration responses (for ACA at 2h)
and hammer input (at 2h). Scale is arbitrary.
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